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This concept paper discusses the euphemism of our learning-for-all policy that has been 
the hallmark of our education aspirations. Has it really been there for those who aspire to 
answer the calling? Has it really rubbed down on us, every single citizen of Malaysia, that 
the system and values that we have n our education mainstream accommodate our needs 
and wants of being an integral part of educated Malaysia? Does it really matter to be 
academically educated when t only calls for a sound healthy mind, physique and not 
forgetting network to earn and support a living in this beautiful and beloved country of 
ours? These are very thoughtful indeed what with our status as a developing country 











Malaysia is a country of mission and vision. It dares to be one as it 
has a wealth of natural resources. Thus, Malaysia has the means and ways 
of becoming the most developed country in the southeast region if not 
Asia what with its human resources and value-embedded education 
system (Hassan, Ahmad and Samsuddin, 2004), which are at best effective 
and form the final piece of the nation development jigsaw puzzle.  
 
In realizing that Malaysia has what it takes to be competitive, the 
government is giving limitless learning opportunities to its citizens  
because the people variable, according to Mohamed Ashraf Iqbal (2004),  
Managing Director of Federal Auto Holdings Berhad, gives sustainable 
performance. This variable and that of natural resources and education 
are the armories that guarantee the country’ s survival in the open world. 
They are three core variables that can help achieve the nation vision and 
mission by the year 2020. But does its entire people who are pluralistic 
and have numerous values and cultural upbringing backgrounds share 
upon the effort of democratizing learning? Are the people riding the wave 
of ample and borderless learning opportunities available through the 
democratization of learning policy by the government? Then again, are 
they just more interested in the monetary aspect of life since one does not 
really have to possess good education to become the protagonist of the 
rags-and-riches fame?  
 
Those are the questions that embed this concept paper or are the 
ones that form the delicacies of our food-for-thought menu of this paper. 
It is the intention of our write-up and presentation to paint the true picture 
of what democratization of learning in Malaysia is, especially when the 
government is of the opinion that education is for all but do the subjects, 
especially the people and the organizations agree with it?  
 
There are cases where individuals who answer this calling do not 
have the support of their organizations for the simple reason that such 
support would not be cost effective on their administrative and operation 
sets-up. The organizations are not willing to lose their personnel focus 
and expertise even for only a few hours when they are away attending 
lectures and other academic related matters. This results in individuals 
fighting for time and space in order to grow academically and 
professionally. These individuals have to suffer for answering the calling 
for better education. They have to juggle for time as students, parents and 
employees. Worse still when they are left standing high and dry without 
any support from the system and their organizations. They have to see to 
it that their financial obligations that come with the calling are met. It is 
indeed a tall order as the amount is monumental. In truism, these 
difficulties should have not prevailed under democratized learning.  They 
are not the characteristics of what democratized education system should 
be, not when we were to take the following definitions into consideration. 
 
 1.1  DEFINITION 
 
Democratized learning means learning is made more 
accessible to more people everywhere and at a price that may not 
be as much of a barrier as is the case at present. It is undoubtedly 
in accordance with the five issues listed by the then Education 
Minister Tan Sri Dato’  Musa Muhammad (2000) in his annual 
official address. The five main educational issues are as follows: 
 Democratizing and monitoring of education quality; 
 Creating an education system which is relevant to the present 
and future; 
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 Providing education for special citizens; 
 Establishing skill and technical-based education; and 
 Recognizing teaching profession better 
 
Truly so, Meriam (2002) is of the opinion that democratized 
is a policy to ensure that equal learning opportunities are given to 
all regardless of their races, skin colors, positions, genders or 
levels of skill backgrounds. This means that every single soul who 
is interested in prolonging his quest for knowledge will be able to 
do so as he deems right. He is entitled to pursue numerous and 
various areas of studies made available to him since it is a policy 
upheld by the nation. Yet, does he really have the support of those 
concerned when he answers this calling? 
 
Besides that, democratization of learning also relates to 
providers’  increased accountability for the effectiveness of the 
learning they offer and deliver. This aspect of democratized 
learning concerns the quality and service types rendered to the 
clients, that is the students.  Inevitably, it calls for an upgraded 
learning facilities less improved. If access to technology and 
technology-based learning improves and is then expanded, more 
citizens of this nation and the world will be accommodated to avail 
themselves of learning, causing the internationalization of learning 
since the learning services offered by the locals are available to the 
foreign clients (Meriam, 2002). Needless to say, with the 
mushrooming of institutions of higher learning that hub upon 
technology-based learning all over the country, this eventuality is 
now ever presence. Still, does the existence of these institutions 
truly signify the grandeur of our techno- learning capabilities? 
 
In addition, democratization of learning has also turned 
education into a commodity. As one, learning renders more 
standard, especially in terms of learning outcomes for higher 
education in this country. Upon engagement, learners are able to 
compare their learning experiences more directly. They can judge 
how well (or how poorly) these experiences are on the basis of 
personal and professional needs fulfilled, making the institutions of 
higher learning more accountable for the courses and services on 
offer. This should guarantee learners quality education but do they 
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really get what they have bargained for at the end of day? Or is it 
just another feeling of being up ended? 
 
With regards to those endless and relentless questions that 
seem to form a formidable pact with the definitions, monitoring of 
quality of our education is inevitable. It is justified since education 
in Malaysia now is not merely a means to achieve national 
aspirations but also a business entity that is able to harness the 
nation survival in the competitive world of finance. Thereupon, it is 
only right that a research on the above-mentioned aspects of 
democratization of learning is undertaken.  
 
2.0 EUPHEMISM AND TRUTH  
 
The emphasis of our National Educational Policy (NEP) is on 
education or learning as a reservoir of knowledge that according to Musa 
(2000) should be accessible to all. It is not something for only a select 
few, an elite of very talented or well-funded people. Everyone gets to 
participate in our learning society, realizing the idea of democratization of 
learning. In view of this, the government has recently set up a new 
ministry under its wings, the Ministry of Higher Learning with Dr Shafie 
Saleh at helm. 
 
The Ministry of Higher Learning to that effect is responsible for the 
further development and establishment of democratized learning in the 
country. Working hand in hand with the Ministry of Education which has 
Datuk Hishamuddin Hussein as its Minister, this ministry is a watchdog 
that oversees the continual improved standard of education system that 
Malaysia has renown for. Its expected standard does not only revolve 
around its subject content but also the logistic aspect that is included 
together with the commodity. At this level, education is no longer about 
the locals only but the foreigners, too.  
 
As of now, education has become marketable and seen as a 
profitable business commodity by numerous enterprising organizations.  
They establish endless education related subsidiaries because education 
has turned out to be a better business preposition. They swiftly jump on 
the bandwagon in the hope of making a business  `kill’  which will help 
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afloat the mother companies that fail to secure new big projects; a scarce 
commodity, now that the government is very prudent of its spending. 
Since new mega projects are few, afar and ajar under the current 
government administrative machinery, the democratization of learning has 
been given new meaning with the involvement of more players and 
providers who are not basically academicians but entrepreneurs in its 
mainstream.   The democratization process of learning has brought about 
the establishment of lots and lots of privately run universities, colleges 
and institutions under the pretext of providing more places for qualified 
candidates who fail to secure places in the public higher institutions of 
learning. Hassan (2004) reiterates that to date there are about 11 
universities, 5 university colleges and 4 foreign university campuses 
operating, yet the number does not include other private, agency, 
community or state run institutions. This, instead of creating competitive 
and better standard of education, hence providing choices and alternatives 
of learning opportunities to the people, has phenomenally caused a 
`democratized learning glut’ . Quality education is then inevitably 
compromised with the inception of the word `profit’  into the 
democratized learning ever-growing vocabulary; rocketing the cost of 
learning to a new height. In this instance, academic teaching staff are 
employed even when they are not particularly qualified to handle and 
teach certain areas of disciplines. They are expected to be multi-
disciplined because as one, he may save the company’ s budget on 
employing teaching personnel by the thousands. He is by then responsible 
for the various study disciplines and engulfed himself with hours of 
lectures and whatnot that discriminatorily decimate the effectiveness of 
his teachings because of the less time he has to prepare them. Such a 
situation denies him of his right to a research, an academic preparatory 
requirement, without which his subject contents lack the depth, causing 
the disintegration of quality.  
 
Most Malaysians have also found that learning, democratized 
though, at this level is still too expensive and too far-reaching. An MBA 
course offered by some local universities may cost them 30K upon its 
completion. Thus, justifying one of the many ways in which we still seem 
to fall back on the strong traditions of public idea that learning, or at least 
extensive or intensive education is something only for a relative minority. 
Education is only for ‘ smart’  people who are young (a classic idea of 
‘ school age’  education) and for those who can afford it both financially 
and time-wise (a historical idea of education as a ‘ leisure activity’ ). 
Education is only for men or only for women. It does not stop here, 
though, for there are other misleading ideas concerning education that 
may cross the public mind. Worse, when the academic establishments 
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refuse to admit it because of the financial impact education has on their 
survival and existence. They argue that it is only natural that like other 
high quality product, quality education comes together with `good 
money’  (an out of sort but a pacifying cliché which always works when 
one tries to understand why a product is expensive). 
 
If that euphemism is not good enough, some providers of 
democratized education are also guilty of sweet talking learners into 
believing something that does not exist. The providers irresponsibly lead 
the learners to falsehood to get them enrolled for a course on offer. This 
unpleasant truth pertains to the logistic aspects of the package deal. The 
irresponsible providers never hesitate to brag that their organizations 
have what it takes to provide learners with all the academic technological 
advancements and accommodations conducive for effective and quality 
learning experience as opposed to the painful truth that vindicates those 
organizations which are in principle business companies, as being fallen 
short of innovative in comparison to the numerous Japanese companies 
operating in the country (Cheong, 1998; Ong and Mohd Nor, 1999).  They 
boast about their state-of art campuses and facilities when in actual, it is 
just a premise that they have rented for certain amount which they more 
often than not have difficulties to settle. Amazingly, they, in their effort to 
coax and entice the unfortunate learners, manage to present them with 
ample printed proofs of their grandeur abilities and capabilities that 
complement their discipline expertise. This is the most disturbing fact 
encountered because it involves foreigners in many cases.  These 
foreigners feel cheated upon arrival because what is laid before their eyes 
does not prescribe to what has been pictured to them before coming to 
study in Malaysia. They encounter accommodation inappropriateness and 
worst of all financial adversities that lead to deferment or incompleteness 
of studies. This definitely gives Malaysia a bad name and it does not augur 
well with the government’ s intention of turning this country into an 
international learning hub for the region and eventually the world (Hassan, 
2004). 
 
Euphemism asides, democratization of learning is opposed to any 
idea of exclusion from education. It actively fights to "gain admittance" for 
more people, taking those who have been rejected or who have bowed out 
or who do not have the time. Democratized learning makes it possible for 
them to be part of society, including part of society's learning, problem-
solving and creative processes. This is in line with its guiding principle 
which says that everyone can learn and everyone has a right to education. 
All in all, democratized learning are committed to working with people 
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who have initially at one stage or another been bowled over or not given 
adequate learning opportunities elsewhere.  
 
3.0  RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
The following are some recommendations and suggestions that may 







 3.1 DL-SOVEREIGNTY 
 
The democratization of learning champions the idea of 
educational sovereignty. This means that we are never too old or 
too young to learn. This is in fact the longevity aspect of lifelong 
learning and should be further earmarked for a continual effort of 
providing education to all (Beller, 1998) regardless of their age 
group. As it is, democratized learning enables the public to move 
away from the ‘ school age’  idea of learning to lifelong idea of 
learning.  It is directed at educated people who, aside from perhaps 
following some courses of interest or undergoing a bit of job 
training now and then, tend to think that they are done with 
learning back in their twenties when they have completed their 
university or college degrees. The democratization of learning 
























3.2 SEXY PROGRAMS 
 
In the literacy context, the argument 
continuance prophesized by democratized education ha
of plays that we normally see on stages and on the si
It has the dramatic element, particularly when 
education is addressing people who do not get a prop
in the first place. With them in mind, the providers s
be ever willing to be `sexist’ . They need to be m
offering glossy programs to this group of learners b
form a niche in the education parameter. The provid
bold and dynamic enough to replace the tradition PPE
is Philosophy, Politics and economics. These lear
usually go for theoretical and technical aspects of th
but more on the `soft skills’ , so providers have 
realistic. They should look into the soft skill dynamics
good communication, analytical skills and ability to 
into practice. Besides that, leadership qualities mus
taken into account. The courses and programs on off
`glossy and sexy’  because they can educate the lea
skills just as efficient as the more established traditio
Upon completion, these degrees are of use to the lear
are in line with the industrial developments. Needles
providers must `adopt and adapt’  their establishm
change of time.  
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THEN      NOW    FUTURE 
  
  Programs with philosophical and       Philosophically and theoretically 
sexy and theoretical face value               meet demands of 
workplaces                                                                                                                               
 
3.3 NETWORKING ACCESIBILITY 
 
Many a time than not, learners of distance learning programs, 
electronic-based education programs and most recently mobile learning 
programs have to make do with what has been laid upon to them by the 
various learning institutions. They have to sacrifice their energy, time and 
not forgetting a part of their monetary gains to answer the calls for 
learning renewal, particular when the institutions fail to deliver their 
promises. They fail to provide the facilities needed to carry out the 
programs. There are no proper computer networking for distance learning 
communications between lecturers and learners. There is no strong 
foundation or base to work with, no residual learning habit; nothing of 
sorts that will make the providers of continue education come a calling 
with their message of learning renewal feel guilty for their shortcomings. 
They leave their lecturers in a dilemma or in a lurch with no proper 
support system to enable them to interact with the learners where ever and 
whenever the needs arise. As a result, these lecturers are not willing to use 
their personal computers at homes for academic discourse with their 
learners. They are not willing to take the risk of getting their computers 
under virus attack for the sake of learners for whom they are responsible, 
not to mention the organizations where they are attached.  These 
organizations, in most cases are not willing to compensate them since it is 
difficult for the owners to prove that they were on the receiving end while 
were on-line with the learners, entertaining their needs and wishes at 
homes. So, the only appropriate way to overcome this seemingly 
congruent existence is by reengineering the constructions of educational 
infrastructure; non-big players must not be allowed to be part of the 
equation. Accreditations of courses offered must not only be based on the 
subject contents and the expertise teaching them but also on the very 
“wire” that facilitates the learning, ending the madness non-economy of 
scale spending sprees on airfare tickets to attend weekly lectures and 




 3.4 BRANDING EDUCATION 
 
 
The creation of brand for Malaysian education may just 
work, especially when the over-flowing of you-know-what 
degrees is the order of the day. First, this may be the answer to 
stern competitions for students between institutions of higher 
learning and secondly, answer to the resulting unemployment 
problems among the graduates, caused by the non-equivalent of 
degrees in possession to market demands. Branding is about 
getting the prospective learners to see the providers as the only 
option to their predicament. This make-believe solution is possible 
with the cooperation of National Accreditation Board (LAN) under 
Prof Dr Mohd Suleiman and the to-be Malaysian Qualification 
Framework (MQF) with its steering committee chairman Prof Datuk 
Dr Sharifah Hapsah Shahabudin. Once in full throttle, providers 
under the watchful eyes and advices of both bodies will not be 
competing against each other for students because by then they 
can easily tell a provider apart from others. This is due to the 
responsibility of LAN and soon to-be MQF in streamlining and 




3.4 EDUCATION ACTS  
 
 
Last but not least, based on the current euphemism of our 
education system, it is apparent that there is a need for definitive 
education acts that will enable the ministry concerned to regulate 
the direction and policy involving the higher institutions of learning, 
particularly the university colleges. At the moment, Prof Datuk Dr 
Ismail Md Salleh (2004) opines that there is none even though there 
are four Acts governing the higher education. They are the Private 
Higher Learning Act (Act 555), the National Accreditation Board 
Act (Act 556), the Education Act (Act 550) and the Higher 
Education Council (Act 546). Regarding this, a passing of well-
defined `education acts’  as a specific legal instrument can direct 
the higher education towards a penultimate guideline for assessing 
each program offered and eventually qualification or degree gotten. 







With regard to matters that have been discussed, it is obvious that 
there is a lack of proper planning for democratized learning. The system 
that we have grown up with is more tailored made for the political survival 
of this country and its people. Whilst this is important, we must also start 
to realize that things change with time. We need to be more innovative 
with our education policy so that the current policy will not let us remain 
as we are, instead will help us move forward to a greater height, too. First 
and foremost, we should have education acts that regulate our 
democratized learning towards local and global excellence. This should be 
carried out and practiced without jeopardizing the very essence of our 
nation unique survival. Once the acts are enforced, the providers can 
easily identify or brand themselves as they wish with scrutiny and endless 
consultation of the boards concerned (LAN and MQF). At the same time, 
they can also ensure that the providers are truly capable of honoring their 
promises to their respective learners. With all of these steps taken into 
account, learning in Malaysia will be meaningfully democratized; learners 
know what they want and where to go to while the education system of 
the country, as a whole, can by that point of time do away with the public-
private divide. This makes education transparent and accessible to all of 
the subjects and foreigners who are quick to quip that quality and fairly 
`value-for-money’  education is ever available in Malaysia. Now these 
are what ` Education Malaysia’  and gradually ‘ Malaysia as center of 
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